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SHEEPWASH RESTORATION PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 
History of Sheepwash and its Present Situation 

 

The Sheepwash is a large ancient pond of about 300 square metres, which used to 

occupy a key point in Prestwood where the former Kiln and Prestwood Commons joined 

and where the main drove road passed from Hampden to Wycombe (SP86750095).  It 

was used by local residents and farmers taking stock to market for washing them, as 

well as a watering-hole for animals.  A smaller adjacent pond on the other side of the 

track has now been built over, but the main pond retains its original size and shape. With 

its use for dipping animals it was probably always relatively shallow.   

 

It is shown on the earliest detailed OS map of 1822 and had probably existed there for 

centuries, being close to what is thought to be the original settlement at Prestwood, at 

Nanfans, in late Anglo-Saxon times.  The pond and its immediate surrounds were left as 

the only common land after enclosures of both Kiln and Prestwood Commons in the 

1860s.  The track has now become a surfaced road, Honor End Lane, shortly before it 

joins the main Wycombe Road.  The other (north) side of the road is occupied by modern 

housing.  The pond is now surrounded by trees, but as shown on maps right up to 1900 it 

was open scrub-land.  The current age of the mature trees is about 100 years or so, 

corresponding to the hypothesis that use of the pond declined after the enclosures, 

allowing trees to develop.  A path from Honor End Lane enters the pond enclosure on its 

eastern side and used to extend around the pond.  Beyond the enclosure there is a 

pasture field to the east and Prestwood Reservoir to the west (with a private track 

between the Reservoir and the pond enclosure allowing access to the field to the south 

of both). 

 

Present condition 

 

The pond has held little water for many years, having become silted up with leaves from 

the surrounding trees.  It is an unattractive black muddy lifeless hollow.  Surrounding 

vegetation is sparse apart from abundant holly saplings beneath the over-shading trees 

of oak, ash and sycamore.  In the NE corner there are remains of Greater Spearwort (a 

rare native pond plant in the area) and Blackcurrant (which may be native here, as it 

naturally occurs in marshes), but there are no other plants of note.  No significant fauna 

have been recorded.  The pond has a reversed C shape because of an arm of land 

entering from the west, which is also shown on 19thC maps. 

 

Local people have been allowed access freely for as long as anyone can remember and, 

despite enquiries, no-one has claimed ownership to the pond enclosure, which is 

essentially still common land.  Overhead cables beside Honor End Road cross above the 

trees at the northern end of the pond.  Apart from the need to protect the two plants 

mentioned above, major work during winter and spring, in and around the pond, is unlikely 

to have an adverse affect on wildlife, as long as tree-felling occurs before spring 

nesting.  The pond is potentially visible from the road if the hedge is cut lower. 
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Reasons for restoration 

 

1. The pond is currently an eyesore and of no use to the local community (except 

for illegal dumping). 

2. The pond makes little contribution to biodiversity in its current state. 

3. The pond is close to housing and a major route and therefore has great potential 

for public involvement and enjoyment and for educational purposes. 

4. The pond has great historical value of central significance to the local 

community.  A continuing local survey of ponds led Prestwood Nature to select 

this pond as its top priority for restoration because of its large size, history and 

location. 

5. A restored pond, adjacent to open countryside to the south, could support 

important fauna and flora.  Given its size and situation, once a reasonable depth 

of water is restored and aquatic plants introduced, the pond is very likely to be 

colonised by Great Crested Newts, already found in the area. 

6. Ponds in the area are in decline for a variety of reasons (loss of utility, lower 

water-table, warmer climate, lack of maintenance) and they are a threatened 

habitat (included in the National Biodiversity Action Plan). 

 

 

What needs to be done? 

 

1. [Many] mature trees of ash and sycamore (leaving a few oaks) need to be cut 

down in order to allow light to enter the pond and prevent excessive leaf-mould 

accumulating in the water. 

2. The understory of holly scrub needs to be cleared to improve access and all 

current rubbish removed to a tip. 

3. Existing build-up of mud needs to be removed in order to provide a reasonable 

depth of water, which should be at least a metre at the centre. 

4. The current arm of land from the west side should be breached to create a 

central island, which can also be used to dump mud removed from the water area.  

The island would benefit wildlife, such as grass-snakes and birds.  Shelving banks 

should be created at the southern tip and the NE corner (the former for access 

for pond-dipping etc, the latter to protect the current flora of interest in that 

part). 

5. A disabled-access path needs to be laid on the eastern and southern sides of the 

pond for access.  The current dangerously steep descent to the pond from the 

path in the middle of the east side needs to be screened and new access 

provided at the shallow south end.  A dipping platform could be provided here 

for educational use.  The path can eventually be surfaced with wood chippings 

from larch taken out of Angling Spring Wood (recycling material from another 

conservation project). 

6. A display board needs to be provided at the entrance from Honor End Lane 

explaining the history of the pond, its wildlife and management plan. 

7. Continuing maintenance will need to be provided by Prestwood Nature volunteers 

in future years to prevent the build up of silt and scrub, and to keep the area 

clean. 

8. Local schools and community groups should be contacted to encourage use of the 

pond for educational activities. 
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9. During the preparatory phase a temporary notice needs to be erected by the 

entrance from Honor End Road to announce our intentions and invite anyone to 

lodge any objections or interests they have in the pond.  These should be taken 

into account in developing the final management plan. 

10. The lining of the pond should be tested when the water-level subsides.  If the 

lining needs renewal this will have to be added to the plan of work. 

11. Arrange for road-verge hedge to be cut to allow some visibility of the site 

(without encouraging direct access except via path). 

 

 

Programme of work 

 

1. Put up notice of planned work with contact information. Sept 2007 
2. Liaise with [owners of overhead power cables] and arrange for them to carry out 

work.  Cuttings left on site to be collected by volunteers. Sept 2007. 
3. Assess state of pond lining. Sept 2007. 
4. Obtain quotes from contractors. Sept 2007. 
5. Liaison with other bodies, eg Parish Council. Sept 2007. 
6. Draw up management plan. Sept 2007. 
7. Submit applications for funding. Sept 2007. 
8. Select contractor for tree-felling, arrange date for the work, mark trees to be 

felled. Nov 2007. 
9. Select contractor for pond excavation, arrange date for work, draw up detailed 

plan for pond. Nov 2007. 
10. Arrange dates for volunteer work-parties in 2008. Dec 2007. 
11. Consult re disabled access. Jan 2008. 
12. Remove scrub and rubbish, tidy up pond after excavation, create hibernaculum 

from tree cuttings, lay out path. Feb-Mar 2008. 
13. Design display board and submit to carpentry contractor; design poster and 

submit to printer. Feb 2008. 
14. Select contractor for dipping platform, arrange date for construction. Mar 

2008. 
15. Install aquatic plants as aerators. April 2008. 
16. Arrange hedge-cutting for visibility. April 2008. 
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Financial estimates 

 

The following are based on the assumption that the lining will not need renewing.  If this 

is the case, further costs will be incurred and some delay occasioned to the timetable. 

 

(a) Costs incurred by end of February 2008 

 

Sheepwash costs pre February 2008    

 Cost VAT Cost + VAT 

Tree-felling £2,500.00 £437.50 £2,937.50 

Pond excavation by machine £1,000.00 £175.00 £1,175.00 

Transport of rubbish to tip £60.00 £10.50 £70.50 

Construction of display board £520.00 £91.00 £611.00 

Printing of poster £45.00 £7.88 £52.88 

Overheads (paper, telephone) £45.00 £7.88 £52.88 

Total £4,170.00 £729.75 £4,899.75 

 

(b) Costs incurred after end of February 2008 

 

Sheepwash costs post February 2008    

 Cost VAT Cost + VAT 

Purchase of aquatic plants £100 £17.50 £117.50 

Materials for dipping platform  £400 £70.00 £470.00 

Contractor dipping platform £300 £52.50 £352.50 

Total £800.00 £140.00 £940.00 

 

(c) Costs in Kind 

 

Voluntary resources  

 Cost 

1 day tidying up excavation  

1 day tidying up tree-cuttings & creating hibernaculum  

1 day taking out holly and rubbish, transportation to tip  

1 day laying path  

Sum 10 volunteers x 4 days £2,000.00 

Wear and tear on equipment owned by Prestwood Nature £20.00 

Wear and tear on loaned equipment from local businesses £20.00 

Planning and management time 15 volunteer-days £750.00 

Total £2,790.00 

(This excludes ongoing maintenance in future years.)  

 

Funding plan 

 

Arrange partnership n project with Great Missenden Parish Council 

Prestwood Nature sub-committee formed to progress bid 

Chiltern Conservation Board Sustainable Development Fund – costs to end of February 

2008. 

Support from Great Missenden Parish Council to fund dipping platform materials and 

construction after February 2008. 
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Benefits 

 

Creation of pleasant sustainable site for public enjoyment 

Conservation of important part of the rural history of the area 

Creation of biodiverse habitat 

Conservation of existing plant species 

Creation of habitats (hibernaculum, island, clear water) for wildlife 

Creation of disabled-access path 

Creation of facilities for schools use (dipping platform, safe access) 

Employment for local contractors 

Recycling of natural resources (tree cuttings for hibernaculum, excavated  

mud for island, wood-chippings for path) 

Community involvement (proximity to housing allows continual oversight;  

use of volunteers; local conservation group able to take on low-level annual 

maintenance; likely use by general public and schools; source of pride in local 

history and environment; response to public demand to improve this site and local 

ponds generally) 

 

 
Prestwood Nature 
17 September 2007 
 
 


